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 Ten years ago the average computer user spent most of his or her time using a productivity application such as Microsoft Word or Microsoft Excel. In the ensuing decade, users have become more sophisticated, network implementations have become the rule rather than the exception, and collaboration has become a key facet of a successful business strategy. Perhaps the most significant change of all has been the explosive growth of the Internet. All these factors have led to a subtle but significant shift in the way people work. Today, most users of Microsoft Office spend a majority of their time in Microsoft Outlook. That change alone signifies a shift toward information management as an increasingly important everyday task. Getting a handle on daily information management can be critical to your productivity, success, and sanity. 

 Outlook is an extremely versatile program. Most of the other applications in the Office suite have a narrower purpose. Outlook, however, serves as personal information manager (PIM), e-mail application, fax machine, task manager, and much more. With so much power and flexibility at your fingertips, you need to have a good understanding of all of those features. Understanding the ins and outs of Outlook will not only help you get the most from this program, but could also have a positive impact on your workday. 

 Understanding all of Outlook’s features and putting them to work is the focus of Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside Out. Most Outlook books act mainly as how-to guides for users who want to learn about Outlook. This approach leaves out workgroup managers and administrators when it comes to deployment, collaboration, server-side issues, and administration. Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside Out offers a comprehensive look at the features most people will use in Outlook and serves as an excellent reference for users who need to understand what they can do with Outlook and how to accomplish it. However, Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside Out goes a step or two further, providing useful information to advanced users and IT professionals who need to understand the bigger picture. Whether you want to learn Outlook for your own use, need to support Outlook on a peer-to-peer network, or are in charge of supporting Outlook under Microsoft Exchange Server, you’ll find the information and answers you need between the covers of Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside Out. 

 This book makes some assumptions about the reader. You should be familiar with your client operating system, whether it’s Windows 9x, Windows Me, Windows NT, or Windows 2000. You should be comfortable working with a computer and have a good understanding of how to work with menus, dialog boxes, and other aspects of the user interface. In short, Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside Out assumes you’re an experienced computer user who might or might not have an understanding of Outlook and what it can do. The purpose of this book is to give you a comprehensive look at what Outlook can do, how to put Outlook to work, and how to manage Outlook at the user, workgroup, and server levels. 
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Google AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
You know you need to analyze the success of your Web site, but how? Do you even know what to look for? Is there a tool powerful enough to help you evaluate your marketing efforts, products, and services, but simple enough to use if you're not a propeller-head? 

Google Analytics is that tool, and this is the handbook you need to make it...
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Mild Cognitive Impairment: Aging to Alzheimer's Disease (Medicine)Oxford University Press, 2003

	What are the boundary zones between normal aging and Alzheimer's disease (AD)? Are many elderly people whom we regard as normal actually in the early stages of AD? Alzheimer's disease does not develop overnight; the early phases may last for years or even decades. Recently, clinical investigators have identified a transitional...
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Hacking Exposed Web 2.0: Web 2.0 Security Secrets and SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Lock down next-generation Web services


	"This book concisely identifies the types of attacks which are faced daily by Web 2.0 sites, and the authors give solid, practical advice on how to identify and mitigate these threats." --Max Kelly, CISSP, CIPP, CFCE, Senior Director of Security, Facebook

...
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CSS Framework Alternatives: Explore Five Lightweight Alternatives to Bootstrap and Foundation with Project ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to use lightweight CSS framework alternatives to build intuitive websites. This book presents five project examples that use Skeleton, Miligram, UI Kit, Material Design Lite and Susy. 
	
		


		
			This no-nonsense introduction will help you understand the concept of designing interactive websites using...
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Automated Deduction in Geometry: 4th International Workshop, ADG 2002, Hagenberg Castle, Austria, September 4-6, 2002Springer, 2004
Automated deduction in geometry has several roots that go back to developments in the 20th century. These fundamental methods in ADG are the quantifier elimination method of Tarski and Collins, the method of characteristic sets of Ritt and Wu, and the Gröbner basis method of Buchberger. Based on these algorithmic techniques various geometric...
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Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and Its Consequences (Vintage)Vintage, 1990

	Dozens of examples in innumeracy show us how it affects not only personal economics and travel plans, but explains mischosen mates, inappropriate drug-testing, and the allure of psuedo-science.



	Innumeracy, an inability to deal comfortably with the fundamental notions of number and

	chance, plagues far too many otherwise...
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